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IMPORTANT NOTICE
All planned section events, up to and including the
club night on May 10th will NOT take place. You will
find information on section events from Mid-May
onwards – approximately 5 weeks away. There is
absolutely no guarantee that these events will take
place, so the dates are for planning purposes only.
We will continue to update the calendar, based
firmly on government guidelines at the time. You
can be assured that the health and welfare of
section members will be our only priority.
This statement will be continually updated to reflect the
ever changing situation.

CONTRIBUTORS
Much sooner than usual, we have another bumper
issue – this has been made possible by the superb
response to our request for contributions. We have
enough for 3 or 4 newsletters and we will try to
compile and publish one every 7 – 10 days. Thanks
to all of you who have submitted pieces. Please
don’t be offended if they take a while to appear,
but rest assured, appear they will.

If you would like to contribute, don’t feel you have
to write your life story or the definitive history of your
favourite machine – both of which are of course
welcome, but photographs, captions, memories
and anecdotes are just as important. A good
example is this wonderfull ‘family album’ picture of
Jonathan Parkes on the Norton sidecar outfit, taken
around 1956. Jonathan explains……”that's my
mother on the back of Grandad's big four 600. He
used to give me rides in the chair which almost
certainly set me on the slippery slope of motorcycle
mania.”
Don’t be shy, send us your “family album” pictures.
Let’s see, seaboot socks and Brylcreamed quiffs,
let’s see loons and hippy hair. Let’s see the moped
that you’re embarrassed to admit to. Let’s see it all.

This rare and (once) highly desirable 1925 James
Model 10 750cc “Vee” twin, fell short on the
hammer, but a post auction deal was agreed at
£21,938, some £3,000 short of its lower estimate.
The 1920 Rex “Vee” twin, which ended £4,000 short
of its lower estimate remained unsold.

PAST EVENTS
Tuesday April 7th – H&H Motorcycle auction –
notionally at the National Motorcycle Museum, but
actually held in cyberspace.
This was a “behind closed doors” auction, limited to
commission, phone and internet bidders only.
Without stating the obvious, the tension in the room
was the missing ingredient. I would have liked to see
an auctioneer on a podium rather than just hear
one. It might have helped to squeeze the vital final
few bids out of potential buyers. Poor sound quality
didn’t help.
A mix of overly ambitious reserves (set in former
times) and a reluctance to part with big money for
toys in these most uncertain of times, took its toll. As
a result, bidding was subdued.

Was the James a bargain? Only time will tell.
Perhaps we should value it by the joy it will bring to
its new owner. Will the Rex sell on another day?
Probably not in the immediate future.
Falling a bid or 2 below bottom estimate was the
outcome for many lots, leaving H&H staff with a lot
of work to do behind the scenes.

Of those that did make their reserve, this 1930 500cc
Norton CS1 stood out from the crowd and made a

well-deserved £27,000. Interestingly all proceeds
from this lot went to the vendor’s local church.
Top Vincent money of the day - £46,125 – was paid
for this perfect looking ‘55 Black Shadow Series “C”.

Apparently sharing its identity with another bike in
Australia this beautifully presented machine fell way
short of its £50,000 lower estimate.
The top price overall across this gruelling 5 ¾ hour,
190 lot marathon, should have gone to the
handsome 1936 Brough Superior SS80, but it failed to
come close to its lower estimate of £70,000 and
remained with the vendor.

£7,875, as did the Craig Vetter 1973 Triumph XR75
“Hurricane”, which finally topped out at £22,500.

Thursday May 21st 7:00 p.m. - Club night and
(optional) navigational challenge – The Moon at
Mordiford, HR1 4LW
Just meet up for a chat and a bit of harmless tyrekicking or enter our fiendish navigation challenge
designed to take you down narrow lanes, to places
you've never heard of!
Friday 22nd May - Leominster Classic & Vintage
Motorcycle auction – Brightwell’s, Easter’s Mart,
Leominster, HR6 0DE.
Brightwell’s have suspended their Classic Vehicle
Auctions for the moment. The previous day’s Classic
Car auction has also been cancelled
Sunday May 24th - Market Square, Bromyard, HR7
4BP 10:00 for 10:30. – Three Wheels on my wagon.
A route designed especially for 3 wheelers, avoiding
grass strips and very narrow lanes. About 50 miles,
with a coffee stop along the way. Solos of any
shape and size are of course welcome too. We will
finish for lunch at The Three Horseshoes, Little
Cowarne, Bromyard, Hereford HR7 4RQ. If you have
one of these, we would be thrilled to see it.

The 1927 AJS H8 “Big Port” went for £7,312 and the
1942 Indian Scout a lowly £16,875. Both the 1982
Laverda 1200TS and the 1972 Moto Guzzi Nuovo
Falcone, failed to sell.
We applaud H&H for running this auction under these
very difficult conditions.
All the above prices include buyer’s premium of
15%, plus 20% VAT on that premium, making it a total
of 18% on top of the hammer price. You can find
the full results on the H&H website.

FUTURE EVENTS
Founder’s Day rally – May 3rd – Postponed to an
unspecified date later in the year “provided a date
can be found”.

Of the machines featured in previous issues, bidding
stalled on the 1990 Ducati Paso 906 at just £2,000,
£500 short of its lower estimate; the 1980 BMW
R80GS, easily topped its upper estimate, making

Saturday May16th, meeting at Fforest Inn,
Llanfihangel-nant-Melan, LD8 2TN at 10:00 for a 10:30
start. – TRAIL RIDE
SEE “IMPORTANT NOTICE” – WILL BE REVIEWED

Saturday May 30th Hazle Meadows Auction centre
Ledbury HR8 2LP – HJ Pugh sale of Vintage and
Classic Motorcycles, Spares, Collectables and
Petroliana
Still open on their website, entries close on May 15th

Sunday June 28th – Herefordshire on the Edge,
starting 09:00 from the Traveller’s Rest, Ross-on-Wye,
or The Lion at Leintwardine.

Subject to Government advice at the time, this event
will still go ahead. We will confirm (or cancel) at the
end of April.
If cancellation is necessary, anyone who has
already paid to enter will receive a full refund or can
elect to have their entry carried forward to 2021.

Whilst we’re on red bikes, let’s look at another one.
This 1993 VFR 750 – listed on eBay - just sneaks under
our upper limit at £950 – but offers are invited, so it
could go cheaper. The benefit of 12 Months MOT, a
recent oil and filter change and a new battery
needs to be offset against a mileage of 69,000.

Sat & Sun July 11th & 12th VMCC Festival of 1000 Bikes
– Mallory Park
STILL SCHEDULED TO GO AHEAD AT THE MOMENT BUT
UNDER CONTINUOUS REVIEW.
Entry forms for the 2020 VMCC Festival of 1000 bikes
can be downloaded from the VMCC website.
Sunday August 16th – The British Motor Museum,
Gaydon CV35 0BJ - Banbury Run 2020 – Date
changed from Sunday May 31st
Entries are now open and forms can be found on
the VMCC website. Entries are on a strict “first come
– first served” basis, so don’t delay.

UNDER £1000

The second in our series which finds useable bikes, ready
to run, with MOTs (where required) for less than £1,000 and
all VMCC eligible (made before Jan 1st 1995).

Advertised on Gumtree, this red 1993 BMW R1100 RS
just fits our criteria. With 65,000 miles on the clock,
recent new tyres, heated grips and a long MOT, it
looks like a lot of bike for the asking price of £950.

The vendor’s description of the machine as “A solid
example of the best bike that Honda ever made!”
might be straying over the line from fact into fantasy,
but I had an earlier model and it was sublime.

NB - Prices are the advertised asking prices and are correct at
the time of writing, We have not verified any of the details vendors
have used in their advertsiing – that has to be your responsibility.

KEEPING IT TICKING OVER – UPDATE
Continuing our random look around the trade, we
can give you the following updates. If you have any
information on your favourite suppliers, please let us
know.
VMCC – This statement appeared on the website on
March 17th and has not been updated since “The
Library and Office at Allen House are closed to
visitors until further notice, all other support and
services are operating normally at the moment. If
you have any questions on this please contact the
General Manager preferably by email.” I presume
that the mail order operation is temporarily shut
down as an earlier statement advises that staff are

working from home. It is hoped that Allen House will
open again on April 14th.
MOT testing – Government advice is…."You do not
need to do anything to extend your vehicle’s MOT
expiry date if it’s on or after 30 March 2020. If your
MOT was due before March 30th, you will need to
renew it. In any event, you must keep your vehicle
safe to drive.
Your vehicle will be automatically given a 6-month
MOT exemption. This will extend your current MOT
expiry date by 6 months."
You can tax your vehicle as soon as your MOT due
date has been updated” The government is
allowing MOT centres and garages to remain open.
So you can still get an MOT if you need to, you can
get that crucial first MOT, essential to getting a new
registration for an historic vehicle.
ATM Vapour Blasting – Thorn Industrial Estate
Hereford – 07989448418. Andy Morgan confirms that
they are closed until further notice.
Hereford Coatings - Unit 6b, Wormbridge Court
Business Centre, Wormbridge - HR2 9DH - tel 01981
570 466 - Sandblasting and Powder Coating
Open as usual – call before travelling.
Leominster Powder Coat - Unit 6 Western Cl,
Leominster HR6 0QD – tel 01568 611658.
Message on their Facebook page says “Open for
business”, but Mark confirms that they are closed
until further notice.
M&P Direct – Retail shops closed, but mail order
operating as normal. The Cardiff workshops are
closed
MALVERN ELECTROPLATING LTD - Spring Lane South,
Malvern, WR14 1AT – tel 01684 565713
Metal finishing and plating, including anodising, but
not chrome. Open, and will accept work, but unsure
of lead times. Call before travelling.
Malvern Rebore – 4 Spring Lane Nth, Malvern WR14
1BU - Open normally for at least the next 2 weeks. Tel
-01684 572473.
Mitch (or Andrew Mitchell to give him his full posh
name) - Motor cycle engineer - Mordiford Now
open for emergency work. Please phone before you
travel. tel 07795 626031.

HELL HATH NO FURY……..part 1
We are indebted to Tony Page for telling the story of
the 1971 BSA Fury and Triumph Bandit – the first
thoroughly modern machine to be revealed by a
major British manufacturer for decades.

route, so we used the old A20 ‘Trunk Road’. Along
the way we passed a house in the driveway of
which, was always parked a different, new,
motorcycle. I guessed it must have been the home
of a motorcycle journalist. One day I saw an unusual
BSA parked there. I crept up the drive and saw ‘Fury’
on the purple side-panel.
Being an avid bike magazine reader, I quickly

“I have been accused of being an obsessive. This
could well be true, but surely most of us could wear
that badge? Back when I had dreams and hair, my
mates and I would ride to Brands Hatch Motor
Racing Circuit on our 250cc machines – mine a
Royal Enfield Continental 5-speed – to watch our
heroes show us how it should be done with both flair
and aplomb.

Back then, in the early ‘70s, there was no motorway

learned that the Fury, with the Triumph version
‘Bandit’, was a new DOHC 350cc machine created
in the hope of attracting huge North American sales
to rival the best-selling super reliable 36bhp, 95mph
Honda CB350 and its hi-pipe street-scrambler CL
version (626,000 sold between 1968 and 1973.) To
encourage this, the E35 Fury and T35 Bandit came
with an optional electric start (in 1971) and a 5speed gearbox, with the gear lever on the ‘wrong’
(i.e. left) side anticipating rumoured possible US
legislation, and there was a hi-pipe Street Scrambler
‘SS’ version of each bike too.
1971 came and went in a blur as did most of the
seventies, with most of my money being
squandered on motorcycle gluttony. However,
despite managing to acquire an impressive
collection of Britain’s finest, all ridden hard, I
reluctantly came to the sad conclusion: “whatever I
could buy, never actually lived up to the promises
made by the marketing men" – perhaps being the
very essence of consumerism? So what was left to
pursue? A dream, a legend. You simply cannot buy
a dream so I decided to revive one from 1971 – the
Bandit / Fury…
Most people reading this will have dismantled and
then rebuilt a motorcycle, or motorcycles. Some will
have enthusiastically bought an ‘unfinished project’
at an autojumble or simply some boxes of parts that
the vendor claimed convincingly was once a
running bike and ‘all there’. A few will have
optimistically rescued rusting relics from the depths
of collapsed sheds, misleadingly known as ‘barn
finds’. Fewer still will claim that they actually
succeeded in finishing the project…

To succeed, most would agree that a workshop
manual and parts list is generally a good starting
point. And with the profusion of motorcycle
magazines available, somebody somewhere has
most probably already restored whatever bike
lurked in those tea-chests so there are photos and
reports in abundance, especially for 1960’s and
1970’s machines……………………..Apart from a BSA
Fury.

I knew full well it was madness and that I had bitten
off probably more than I could chew especially as
‘The Learned Ones’ all stated categorically, “It
cannot be done; they didn’t make any”. Despite
several of these ‘Learned ones’ being longestablished dealers, I knew this was not the case.
Well, the bit about none being made anyway – I

had seen one and this sustained me; after all and if
they’d made one there must, surely, be others?
So began The Quest.
I voraciously read anything and everything written
about the P30 – its designated code; all new
prototypes had ‘P’ numbers – which resulted in a
sizeable collection of UK and US motorcycle
magazines. I took out paid ‘wanted’ advertisements
in all the mainstream UK magazines plus various US
publications (Walnecks for example) as the Bandit /
Fury was aimed at the North American market. My
adverts asked for information, parts and/or
complete machines and stated ‘will go anywhere
to look or collect’. And I meant it. I was completely
fixated on “The Quest” and it completely took over
my life for about three years. The early ‘80s were
‘Fury Years’ for me as there can hardly be another
motorcycle about which so many people know so
little.

Ex-MD of the BSA Group’s motorcycle division
Edward Turner’s last design was a DOHC 350CC
parallel twin. This was as a freelancer, after he had

retired, but many previously senior personnel
maintain that Mr Turner actually persuaded BSA to
let him design the 350 twin. Although he had left his
post as Managing Director of the BSA Group’s
motorcycle operations four years previously, he
remained on the company’s board. This initial
design was made into a prototype which still exists
but does not actually resemble the production
version. I went to an early 1980’s Christies auction in
London where this machine was up for grabs but it
sold for well over my budget and was bought by
Reg Hall of ‘Charlies Motorcycles’ in Bristol. I still have
the catalogue…

Edward Turner began work on the twin-cylinder
350cc P30 in May 1967. He was ‘loaned’ some
personnel of his choice, including senior designer
Jack Wickes, draughtsman David Green and junior
development engineer John Barton, plus part of the
Redditch BSA factory, to develop this machine. The
BSA brief specified a 100mph-plus, minimum
production cost machine. His design – that reached
prototype stage in a matter of weeks during 1968 –

broke with tradition in that it was the first British
parallel twin four stroke for sixty years to have the
pistons moving in opposite directions – one up, one
down. With its 360 degree crankshaft, twin overhead
camshafts driven by a combination of gears and
chain, and an oversquare (63 x 56 mm) design that
of his original Speed Twin, Turner housed his
prototype in a spindly Tiger Cub-like frame ready for
testing at MIRA by April 1968. With Percy Tait riding.
it was clocked at an impressive 112mph.

After senior US staff were shown the prototype and
were enthusiastic, it was displayed to US dealers and
in October 1968, Triumph’s Bert Hopwood, who had
been tasked with getting the 350 into production,
ordered a more thorough test programme. This
rapidly resulted in two crankshaft breakages and
the valve-drive gears failing within 1500 miles, plus
an horrendous thirst for oil: four pints in 100 miles! All
this in a frame and forks with cable operated front
disc brake (…in 1968!) that Hopwood stated was
‘positively dangerous’. Turner trousered his
substantial fee, retired completely and went to live
in the Bahamas.”
Part 2 of this 3 part series will be in the next issue.
You might be wondering why we are running this
article just a couple of days after its publication in
the VMCC Journal. The answer is quite simple and
best answered in Tony Page’s own words.

"Having written up the accurate story of the BSA P30
(BSA Fury prototype) story for a US magazine which
was subsequently published here in the UK by 'Old
Bike Mart', I agreed that the same article could be
used by the VMCC Journal. When the piece
appeared - in issue 710 (April 2020), I was
disappointed to find that it had been heavily edited
and was, to my mind, incomplete. So, here then, for
those with an interest in the BSA Fury / Triumph Bandit
story, is the unabridged version.”

point I don’t think I had seen a vintage Rover
motorcycle let alone a pair. These lovely machines
had been ridden to the event by VMCC members
Graham and Brenda Hallard and over the coming
years, I would see them on numerous occasions
being used on the roads in and around
Warwickshire.
In 2018, I found myself visiting Brenda in her
Warwickshire home with a view to purchasing one
of the Rover machines. Looking at the bike in the
half light of her garden shed, in which the machine
was stored, it looked just as impressive as ever. After
sitting astride the Rover, I discovered that on the
right hand side of the machine it had a foot
operated clutch...and mounted on the left hand
side of the petrol tank was the 3 speed hand
change. Well, I thought to myself - You’re never too
old to learn new tricks! With Brenda’s wise words ‘It
will need re-commissioning’ still in my head, I
became the owner of a Vintage Rover 3 and half
H.P motorcycle.

ROVER MOTORCYCLE
We are indebted to Warwickshire Section Chairman,
David Kendall for sharing this piece. If you want to
see the bike at close quarters, David has entered
the Banbury run. (see above for new date)
“Back in 2008, I attended an event at the Gaydon
Heritage Centre in Warwickshire. The automotive
gathering in question was celebrating all vehicles
made in and around Coventry. As expected most
of the usual Coventry manufactured cars and
motorcycles were represented. However, as I
walked around the vehicles on show, a pair of
vintage motorcycles stopped me in my tracks. To my
surprise, both machines were Rovers. Up until that

After getting the Rover safely stored in my garage, I
went about the task of making sure the machine
was safe to ride, and just as importantly, work out the
starting procedure. After a week’s work of greasing,

oiling, checking the tyres and, of course, putting
fresh petrol in the tank, the time came to kick the
bike over and see if I could get her to start. After a
few false starts, I eventually worked out the best
position for the ignition and the air and fuel levers
and was rewarded with a running motorcycle. Over
the coming months, I ventured out on my new
machine keeping mainly to small quiet winding
lanes with very little traffic. This also gave me lots of
practise using the foot clutch on the right and hand
change on the left while also twiddling two levers on
the right - think of patting your head and rubbing
your tummy at the same time - because it does take
some getting used to. On bikes of this era, the
handlebars and their associated controls almost fall
into your hands and along with a straight posture on
a well sprung saddle, the ride is surprisingly relaxing
and comfortable. The back wheel is driven by a belt
made up of separate links of a very thick canvas
type material, possibly similar to something that may
have driven a steam mill long ago! I practised with
some spare belt to see how well I could change or
repair a broken link in an emergency, and now I
have got it down to just under an hour after much
sweating, swearing and bloodletting.

In the Summer, I was very pleased to have taken
part in a couple of Warwickshire VMCC events
especially the Coventry Parade, a perfect event for
my Coventry Rover. Towards the end of the riding
season, I decided to commission fellow club
member, Rob Thomas of “Partsmade” to overhaul
and rebuild the engine for me. After completion, the
engine ticked over like a grandfather clock, and
some gentle and enjoyable test miles have been
taken. Rover has been entered into this year’s
Banbury run, however at the time of writing, the
country has been put into lockdown and all further
miles curtailed. With luck along with other VMCC
members, we can meet up on the revised Banbury
date in August. I can then be on the start line at
Gaydon only a few yards from where I first admired
those distinquished vintage Rovers in 2008.”

Was it that long ago that huge swathes of
Herefordshire, Shropshire and Worcestershire were
under water? It seems like just a few short weeks
ago! Whatever happened to “RINSO”?

MORE FROM THE FLAT TANK INN
Some more pictures from David Spruce’s amazing
Flat Tank Inn. Do you have any interesting “Shed”
pictures you would like to share with us?

THE FLOODS

The flying Flea (below) isn’t an ex-military bike, but
David had some green paint left over from restoring
a WW2 truck, so he thought he’d use it up!

SUPPORTING AN IMPORTANT LOCAL CHARITY

Did David know something we didn’t when he put
up this Corona clock?

Can anyone think of a better use for this Norton
engine?

Perhaps you might like to give some thought – and
some cash – to supprting our section’s preferred
charity – St Michaels Hospice.

The Flat Tank Inn has its own Facebook page. If you
haven’t checked it out already, you really must take
a look at it. A donation to Midlands Air Ambulance
https://www.facebook.com/Flat-Tank-Inn1343670355704892/
COVID - 19
Our thoughts go to all those suffering from this
frightening virus and our thanks go not just to those
involved in the medical care of victims, but to the
army of people striving to maintain as many of what
we used to call “normal” services as they can.
I suspect that “Normal” may look very different by
the end of the summer.

In common with many other charities their income
streams have been severely reduced by the current
social restrictions. I would encourage you to do
what you can to ensure that this wonderful
organiastion can carry on its vital work. Donating is
easy, just click on this link.
https://www.st-michaels-hospice.org.uk/donate/

STAY SAFE
Please do what you need to do to protect the safety
of your friends and family. Observe the government
guidelines, even though they may be deeply
frustrating. We look forward to meeting you ALL
when the crisis has passed.
Updates and other stuff can
befound on our Facebook page – VMCC
Herefordshire section. Feel free to add your views.

